MAKE STUNNING ART
WITHOUT A PAINTBRUSH!

PAINT POURING 101
DecoArt’s Acrylic Paint Pouring Program enables anyone, from
the novice crafter to the expert artist, to create unique pieces by
layering and pouring acrylic paints onto almost any surface.

Pouring Medium to Paint Mixing Ratios
Mix paint following these ratios, each color should be mixed with
medium in a separate cup.

Fluid
Acrylics
2 parts paint
1 part medium

Craft
Acrylics
1 part paint
1 part medium

Medium-Body
Acrylics
1 part paint
3 parts medium

Puddle Pour Method
Use this method for all sized canvases. Pour paint from multiple
cups to fill your surface with fun, vibrant art!

1.

Mix individual colors with DecoArt® Pouring Medium™
based on recommended ratios

2.

Pour individual color mixtures directly onto the surface,
layering them on top of each other in one puddle

3.

Tilt surface until all is covered with paint

Flip Cup, Dirty Pour Method
Use this method for small to medium sized canvases. Paints mix
as they leave the cup, creating unique results with every pour!

1

Mix individual colors with
DecoArt® Pouring Medium™ based
on recommended ratios

3

Place surface face down on top
of cup and flip over

2

Combine colors into one cup,
pouring slowly to layer the colors
and avoid overmixing

4

Lift cup and tilt surface until all is
covered with paint

Finish with Clear Pouring Topcoat
Finish your poured art with a lacquer-like, high-end finish
using DecoArt® Clear Pouring Topcoat™.

1

2

Pour over dry,
painted surface

3

Tilt surface for even coverage and
drain off excess to prevent pooling

4

Smooth out sides with a
palette knife or brush

Place at a 45° angle and
allow to air dry overnight

OPTIONAL: If a thicker finish is desired, apply a second coat
and place surface at the opposite 45° angle

